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ABSTRACT
In today's global economy, expenditure on the promotion of health is steadily rising across continents.
With many nations spending over 10% of their GDP on public health, we are now seeing many medi-
cal practices achieving miraculous breakthroughs, making the impossible possible through healing.
Modern health care is has given individuals the ability to live longer and survive sicknesses, which were
fatal not very long ago. Paradoxically, as our dependence on modern science increases, there is also
a growing dissatisfaction with conventional medical techniques.
Western scientific medicine tends to alienate patients by prioritizing the illness above the individual, in 5
search for the quickest remedy. In 2006, 250 billion dollars was spent on medicated drugs in the United
States, exemplifying the social and medical trend to overmedicate patients, or quick curing. In contrast,
Eastern medicine, with its holistic philosophies, tends to search for the source of illness, while providing
a method of continuous maintenance on the body, or prolonged curing.
Rather than living longer, health care should aid us in living better. As all forms of medicine seek to ease
human suffering, the hypothesis is that in bonding of the two most prominent and practiced forms of
medicine, new medical techniques and practices will evolve, producing a more balanced and thorough
method of living with illness and wellness.
The future of health care lies in the productive dialogue between Eastern and Western medical technol-
ogy, bonding together to produce a more satisfactory form of global of medicine. Through the evolution
of healing, Hospitals will no longer be perceived and a place for the ill, but rather as a place for the
promotion of wellness - a host for wellness.
Thesis Supervisor // J. Meejin Yoon
Associate Professor of Architecture
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[A] INTRODUCTION // MEDICINE IN CHINA
The Worlds most populated nation has always
been bounded by the artificial borders, which have
shifted drastically over the past several millen-
nia. The historical diversity and disjunction of the
cultural heritage in China are far too varied to be
confined it to a single united identity. By observing
three well know "Chinese" regions, Beijing, Hong
Kong and Taipei, one can immediately see the im-
possibility as well as the insignificance of defining a
Chinese architectural identity. To suggest a united
Chinese identity is perhaps as absurd as would be
10 analogous of proposing a single European identity.That being said, what does China have to offer as
part of today's global exchange of information?
Since the recent political and economic re-open-
ing of China, it has the opportunity to confront
something that no other region in history has had
to do - leaping forward in time. Today's market
driven global economy given individuals the ability
to instantaneously provide and receive technol-
ogy from and to anywhere on the globe. And be-
cause of China's massive population base, large
and small corporations are realizing the potential
opportunities available in China. Kentucky Fried
Chicken makes more profits in China than in the
United State, surpassing that of McDonalds.
Architects are also investing, as China is the new
land of opportunity. The architectural effects can
the globalization of science and technology
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e I Ching is a manual of divination based on the eight trigrams
ributed to the mythical figure Fuxi (by the time of Confucius
ese right trigrams had been multiplied to sixty-four hexagrams).
chinese philosophy + architecture :: if our creativity is limited
by the way we think, then by analyzing other thought process-
es, we might have the opportunity to generate new creative
outlets. Therefore, the analysis of foreign techniques in ethos,
namely "eastern philosophical traditions. will necessarily spawn
new types of architecture, in form, space and organization.
the book of change :: this text was selected as the pri-
mary instrument of understanding Eastern thought. The
text was analyzed to produce new perspectives on ar-
chitecture. The text was an aid in producing a new kind
of bi-polar understanding of global architecture in China
~~ ~__~
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also be seen through the "openness" of China
to import and build some of the World's most in-
novative contemporary projects. Yet something
worth noting is that very few promote something
of the "other". China, currently the World's largest
construction site, is building at phenomenal rates
and learning rapidly from surrounding nations, but
with such an extensive cultural history, it must also
have a substantial amount to teach the rest of the
World. The potentials of globalization will not be
met if China does not find a way to broadcast its
relevance architecturally. The future of China will be
determined by how and what it choose to share in
this era of rapid global exchange of information.
"The great history of Western art is still largely
determines our own cultural consciousness."[1]
If Western architecture has largely been deter-
mined by its roots in Western thought (from Plato
through the early ages of Christianity), then would
also be correct to suggest that an Eastern per-
spective in art and architecture could be deter-
mined through their cultural history. In the current
global exchange of culture, science, and technol-
ogy and philosophical perspectives, China could
initiate this cultural exchange, benefiting both par-
ties.
Within the science of medicine, we can see the
strength of having this type of productive conver-
sion. Through debate, we could truly determine
better alternatives to treat all kinds of illnesses,
combining the best aspects of both beliefs and
medical practices. Without a dialogue between
medical cultures, medicine and healthcare in Chi-
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na will be nothing more than a collection of bor-
rowed ideas, with no cultural or historical context
relevant to its countrymen. More importantly, Chi-
na will lose the opportunity defend the relevance
of its own ideas and culture, in the advancement
of medical science and technology.
But the binary relationships once used (i.e., social-
ism versus capitalism or high versus low culture)
can no longer be used as an adequate method
of evaluating "progress" in China. Old dichoto-
mous paradigms, steeped in cold war ideology
and packed with cultural aesthetics are inade-
quate conceptual tools for our task of capturing
the "transitional" state of contemporary Chinese
society.
The relationships are dissolving and more complex
then ever. Communist China ideology, coupled
with an individuals ability to "freely" make profits
have blurred our traditional understanding of eco-
nomics aswell as the definition of a democratic
free market. Today, land values in such cities as
Beijing are as competitive and other mega cities
as New York and Tokyo, yet the ownership and
control of pricing is still very ambiguous to most
investors. What driving this spike in real estate if
the government still claims control over it?
Though China is socialist nation, there is a con-
flicting divide between the rich and the poor, the
city dweller and the peasant. China is a nation full
of such subtle cultural ambiguities, both currently
and historically. Building on the theme of ambigu-
ity, the project will examine the cultural subtlety
between wellness and illness in the context of a
hospital.
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(Word) Hospital: (German) hospes (host), which is also the root for the English, words hotel, hostel, and hospitality. The modern word hotel derives from the French wordhostel, which featured a silent s, which was eventually removed from the word; French for hospital is h6pital.
(Word) Clinic: (Greek) klinein (to slope, lean or recline). Hence kline a couch or bed, klinikos sloping or reclining and to Latin clinicus. An early use of the word clinic was,'one who receives baptism on a sick bed'. Psychoanalytic clinics tradtionally have the patient reclining on a couch to undergo analysis.(Word) Hospitality: (Latin) hospes, which is formed from hostis, which originally meant a 'stranger' and came to take on the meaning of the enemy or 'hostile stranger'(hostilis) + pets (polis, poles, potentia) to have power. Furthermore, the word hostire means equilize/compensate.
(Word) Hotel: (French) h6tel, which referred to a French version of a townhouse or any other building seeing frequent visitors, not a place offering accommodation (incontemporary usage, h6tel has the meaning of "hotel", and h6tel particulier is used for the old meaning). The French spelling (with the circumflex) was once also used inEnglish, but is now rare. The circumflex replaces the 's' once preceding the 't' in the earlier hostel spelling, which over time received a new, but closely related meaning.(Word) Hospice: 1818, "rest house for travelers," from Fr. hospice, from L. hospitum "guest house, hospitality," from hospes (gen. hospitis) "guest, host". Sense of "homefor the aged and terminally ill " is from 1893; hospice movement first attested 1979.
hard-ware
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WESTERN MEDICINE
(hardware / micro healing)
The healer's purpose is not to cure a disease, but to restore
the natural balance; cure will follow of its own accord. As
Frederick K. Kao puts it: "the overall Western Ethos has led
-noun
1. metalware, as tools, locks, hinges, or cutlery.
2. the mechanical equipment necessary for con-
ducting an activity, usually distinguished from the theory
and design that make the activity possible.
3. military weapons and combat equipment.
4. Slang. a weapon carried on one's person: The
rougher types were asked to check their hardware at
the door.
5. Computers. the mechanical, magnetic, elec-
tronic, and electrical devices comprising a computer
system, as the CPU, disk drives, keyboard, or screen.
mi-cro
-adjective
1. extremely small.
2. minute in scope or capability.
3. of or pertaining to microcomputers.
4. of or pertaining to microeconomics.
-noun
5. anything extremely small in capability.
6. a microcomputer.
- id ~I
soft-ware
-noun
1. Computers. the programs used to direct the
operation of a computer, as well as documentation giv-
ing instructions on how to use them. Compare hard-
ware (def. 5).
2. anything that is not hardware but is used with
hardware, esp. audiovisual materials, as film, tapes,
records, etc.: a studio fully equipped but lacking soft-
ware.
3. Television Slang. prepackaged materials, as
movies or reruns, used to fill out the major part of a sta-
tion's program schedule.
mac-ro
-adjective
1. very large in scale, scope, or capability.
2. of or pertaining to macroeconomics.
-noun
3. anything very large in scale, or capability.
4. Photography. a macro lens.
5. macroinstruction, an instruction that repre-
sents a sequence of instructions in abbreviated form.
EASTERN MEDICINE
(software / macro healing)
to the concept of hardware, whilst that of the East has led
the concept of software."
Kao, 'China, Chinese Medicine, and the Chinese medical system'. p.55.
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Expenditure on the promotion of health is
steadily rising across continents. With many
nations spending over 10% of their GPD on
public health, we are now seeing many medical
practices achieving miraculous breakthroughs,
making the impossible possible through heal-
ing. Modern health care is has given individuals
the ability to live longer and survive sicknesses,
which were fatal not very long ago. Paradoxi-
cally, as our dependence on modern science in-
creases, there is also a growing dissatisfaction
with conventional medical techniques.
Western scientific medicine tends to alienate
patients by prioritizing the illness above the in-
dividual, in search for the quickest remedy. In
2006, 250 billion dollars was spent on medi-
18 cated drugs in the United States, exemplifying
the social and medical trend to overmedicate
patients, or quick curing. In contrast, Eastern
medicine, with its holistic philosophies, tends to
search for the source of illness, while providing
a method of continuous maintenance on the
body, or prolonged curing.
Rather than living longer, healthcare should
aid us in living better. As all forms of medicine
seek to ease human suffering, the hypothesis
is that in bonding of the two most prominent
and practiced forms of medicine, new medical
techniques and practices will evolve, producing
a more balanced and thorough method of living
with illness and wellness.
The future of healthcare lies in the productive
dialogue between Eastern and Western medi-
cal technology, bonding together to produce a
more satisfactory form of global of medicine.
Through the evolution of healing, Hospitals will
no longer be perceived and a place for the ill,
but rather as a place for the promotion of well-
ness - a host for wellness.
Rather than perceiving illness as a burden
ON ones lifestyle, the future of healing is
health care AS lifestyle.
All forms of medicine aim to ease human
ing and improve quality of life; they differ
suffer-
only in
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their approaches to the realization of this goal.
The blending of the Eastern and Western ap-
proaches to health and healing can maximize
the safety and effectiveness of care in an acces-
sible and affordable manner. Traditional Chinese
medicine focuses on macro healing (also known
as holistic healing), while western medicine de-
fined by its micro healing method.
HEALING AS A BELIEF
Healing is as much of a belief as it is a science.
Medicine does not distinguish between the
various extremes of essential and unessential
forms of care. The necessities of cleft lip sur-
gery and face lift surgery have an equal impact
on the projected quality of life of the guest being
served, yet some would deem one more neces-
20 sary than the other. As mentioned, the science
of health care is primarily based on scientific evi-
dence, but the treatment for any given illness is
subjective and with many alternatives.
The hospital is a host for healing varying de-
grees of wellness and illness. The host accom-
modates those in the need for better health, as
well as those seeking to avoiding illness, as ev-
eryone lives in a varying states of imbalance. By
recognizing illness as varying degrees of well-
ness the boundary between, the sick and the
healthy is fused. Medication and medicine is an
integral part of daily life. Daily medication, daily
exercise, daily health checks. THE ARCHITEC-
TURE accommodates a facilities for CONTINU-
OUS CARE AND SERVICE: the future goal of all
hospital facilities.
The hospital is a hidden REVOLUTIONARY
building type. Often forgotten in the discourse
for architecture, it is the first building that was
completely conceived by scientific and philo-
sophical concepts. The concept of health and
care of health has undergone major signifi-
cant revolutions that many of use are unaware.
From the ancient healing practices in Egypt and
Greece, to the Medieval ages of the raise of the
Catholic Church as the primary care giver. The
Western hospital was conceived through the
philosophies of Western medicine, yet there is
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no counter part in the practice of Eastern medi-
cine. What is the future of the Eastern hospi-
tal and what can one of the learn from Eastern
medical philosophies?
Chinese medicine as a philosophy has no sep-
aration from the activities of daily life - healing
is life. The new Chinese hospital is a place to
express this type of relationship, re-creating the
experience of life itself through healing.
The thesis proposes to eliminate the boundar-
ies between the necessary and unnecessary, as
everyone lives in varying degrees of normalcy,
from dealing with the common cold, to suffering
from a terminal disease, illness and wellness are
terms which exist on a gradient of cures and
22 methods of care. The moral judgment should
be in the hands of the patient/guest.
The noted anarchist Ivan Illich heavily criticized
modern medicine. In his 1976 work Medical
Nemesis, Illich stated that modern medicine only
medicalises disease and causes loss of health
and wellness, while generally failing to restore
health by eliminating disease. This medicalisa-
tion of disease forces the human to become a
lifelong patient.
While Western medicine is more scientific, it di-
agnoses based on illness specific healing, divid-
ing the study of the body distinctive parts. In con-
trast, Eastern medicine focuses the healing the
specific individual through a holistic examination
of the patient's bodily imbalances. This reflects
the classical Chinese belief that individual hu-
man experience express causative principles ef-
fective in the environment at all scales. There is
no conflict between eastern and western medi-
cine, as physicians should simply be prepared
to take the best of both medical beliefs, forming
a synthetic type of medical practice.
"No art is more widely misunderstood than ar-
chitecture, and no building illustrates the misun-
derstanding more clearly than the hospital"
-- J. Hudnut
~~~ ___ __I~~~~
HOSPITAL
waiting program
HOTEL
relaxing program
emergency waiting roon
treatment waiting roon
ward waiting roon
blood testing waiting roon
clinical waiting roon
general waiting roon
recovery waiting roon
socializing room
lobby
entertainment and relaxation
family relaxation room
outdoor reflexion area
gourmet dining room
casual snack area
treatment relaxation room
massage and spa area
ml Itimriia asrnHOSPITALITY natural landscape area
the obscure functional difference between
hotel programs and hospital programs is
exploited as a learning tool, to redine the
21st century hospital. never wait, just relax.
live performance area
internet browsing area
virtual reality relaxation area
scenery enjoyment area
people watching area
low activity room
games room
swimming pool
bathing area
sun tanning area
meditation area
conference rooms
meeting rooms
music relaxation area
Hospital (a place for repairing)
1. an institution in which sick or injured persons are given medical or surgical treatment.
2. a repair shop for specific portable objects: violin hospital; doll hospital.
Hospital: Recover, Sickness, Fundamental/basic, Medicine, care, illness, patient, Medical, recovery, institution, healthcare, insurance, patients, overnight, checking in,fear, illness, religion
Hotel (a place for warmth)
1. the friendly reception and treatment of guests or strangers.
2. the quality or disposition of receiving and treating guests and strangers in a warm, friendly, generous way.
Hotel: Relax, Wellness, Optional/Profuse, Nutrition, Service, guest, Extravagent/Indulge, luxury, spa, resort, boutique, luxury, spa, golf, guest, overnight, romantic, travel,views, business meeting, checking in, reservation, pleasure, happiness
Viagra medication --
- Power Bar Energy food
- Estee Lauder skin care
- Starbucks caffeine -
- Tylenol headache relief
- herbal headache relief
- herbal alertness
- herbal skin care -
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Imagine a place where sickness in the member-
ship, and one is welcomed and greeted with the
utmost care. Imagine a place where recovery is
relaxing, surgery is stimulating, rehabilitation is
recreational, and medicating is nutritional. The
boutique hospital is neither hospital nor hotel but
entirely new type of place where healing is the
mission and hospitality is the reward.
The evolution of the hospital will depend on the
radical modernization of its function and percep-
tion in the eyes of the patient/guest. Four archi-
tectural devices are explored as methods of trans-
forming the hospital as an institution for illness to
the hospital as a place for wellness:
HOSPITAL AS PUBLIC SPACE
32 (destination waiting)
HOSPITAL AS HEALING COURT
(healing courtyards)
HOSPITAL AS RECOVERING VIEW
(vertical recovery view)
HOSPITAL AS GUEST HOUSE
(hospitality)
I- ~'~-
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HOSPITAL AS PUBLIC SPACE
(destination waiting)
Current condition of waiting in hospitals and the
amount of time spent waiting. Perhaps by observ-
ing other similar programmatic conditions similar
to the processes experienced in hospital, one
could adapt and transform the patients' percep-
tion of WAIT. In both hotels and cruise liners, two
other host programs, they are perceived as places
of relaxation, activity and amusement. Yet in these
facilities, a large amount of time is spent in posi-
tions of low mobility, similar to the condition of the
waiting rooms in hospitals. Perhaps, through the
addition of certain existing hotel and cruise liners
programs, one could alter the perception of the
hospital waiting room to the hospital destination
room.
1 WAITING/ RECEPTION
2 DRESSING/SUB-WAITING
3 RADIOGRAPHYtFLUOROSCOPY
PROCEDURE ROOM
4 CHEST ROOM
5 QC~MORK COREIPROCESSING
8 ULTRASOUND ROOM
7 MAMMOGRAPHY ROOM
8 VIEWINGIREADING
9 CT SCANNING ROOM
10 CONTROL CONSOLE
11 COMPUTERIEOUIPMENT
12 RADIOLOGIST OFFICES
13 VIEWING&CONSULTATION
14 RESIDENT WORK AREA
15 ADMINI CLERICAL
16 STAFF LOUNGE
17 STAFF LOCKERS TOILETS
18 STORAGEUTiLTIES
19 PREPiHOLD
20 FILM IFILE"WORK
21 SLEEP ROOM
CAn lagSn ~FeparIment
Army Medica Cente in
Aurorla Coioraao
1 PATIENT ROOMS
2 ISOLATION PATIENT ROOM
3 FAMILY WAITING
4 STORAGE
5 SOILED UTILITY
6 CLEAN UTILITY
7 LOUNGE
8 NOURISHMENT
9 CARE STATION
10 MEDICATION STATION
11 DICTATION
12 CONSULTATION
0 i 2' 4: 8' 16
A clinical decision unit
floor plan at Methodist
Health Center irl Houston,
Texas.
4, 4, 4,4
communal WAITING + seating
areas are grouped together to
form larger, more usable
public GUEST ENTITIES for
entertainmen and servicing of
the body. Waiting will become
obscolete through its reinven-
tion as the new space for
REAXIAuTION
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HOSPITAL AS HEALING COURT
(healing courtyards)
While the Latin root of the word hospital is "hospes"
meaning host, the etymology of the Chinese char-
acters of hospital is Iai (y T yu i n), which is the
combination of the character for "cure" and "court-
yard".
Similar to Europe in the early 19th century, the am-
bitions of creating healing environment that emu-
late nature, so to were the principals of the tradition
Chinese courtyard house. The tensile relationship
between the necessity of creating a flowing public
ground plane access without hospital entry and an
equally critical elevated public activity plane with
maximum hoizontal continuity, while providing maxi-
mum light penetration to the exterior ground plane
36 and primary hospital entry.
While the ground plane allows for numerous large
scale informal public activities, such as tradition
breathing exercising, recreational stretching, public
relaxation and recovery beds, and shallow reflec-
tive pools, the upper active healing plane provides
a more formal organization. Contained on the raised
active plane is the hospital lobby, and gathering area,
a large restaurant, the primary rehabilitation facilities,
and the primary hospital destination waiting area.
The two public planes are directly related in their ar-
rangements. Through the use of this simple relation-
ship, the traditional courtyard house is transformed
in scale and geometry, producing an architecture of
suggestiveness within the context of a hospital build-
ing type.
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(vertical recovery view) "' - n.
3 stretcher patient holding alcove guest lie 1 216 216
Onnnes surroundingr e~nvironme~nt ca~n ame~liorate the 4 operating roos type 1 (major) guest lie 6 400 2400
healing process by providing an adequate form of
visual stimulation. At minimum, hospital recovery
rooms have windows that provide an adequate
amount of natural light, but many patients, who
might be immobile during recovering, cannot
enjoy views located beyond their cone of vision
when in the lying position. This requirement was
intensely analyzed resulting in organizational and
formal implications on the final design.
The notion of view as a healing device is exem-
plified in the organization and geometry of the
recovery rooms, which maximizing vertical views
while also providing views of the city, and internal
38 courtyard views. The notion of vision as a method
of healing was is used in many existing hospital,
but by prioritizing the condition of the vertical, the
project in forced to contort around the needs of
the recovering guests.
The transformative recovery views determine the
complex layout of both the passive (surgery and re-
covery) healing facilities and the active (rehabiltaion
and medication), while also transforming the conven-
tional ot the vertical circulation (elevators and stair- 40 recovery suite - open bay inpatient area guest lie 1 1280 1280
cases) to a diagonal circulation, optimizing patient/ recovery suite - ar aost
guest and physician/host distributions patterns.
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12448
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HOSPITAL AS GUEST HOUSE
(hospitality)
Before the 18th century hospitals were simply
guesthouses and over night facilities in existing
Christian churches. Primarily after the discovery of
the x-ray, Western culture began institutionalizing
the practice of healing to achieve a maximum ef-
fectiveness of healing and research. As we move
through the 21st century, the modernization of
hospitals must recognize that they are a service
to society, rather than simply a place of research
and science. The fusion of Eastern and Western
healing practices will produce a better way to host
guests within a hospital, prioritizing quality of living,
over quantity of patients cured. Hospitals have the
potential to become the new public space of the
42 21st century. The program accommodates for a
24 hours lifestyle, as a miniature city functioning
within the context of a global mega city. The site,
at an FAR of 6, provides approximately 900,000
square feet of program, which is divided between
4 types of continuities, ranging from macro to mi-
cro ideologies:
1. Rejuvenation / Restoration
2. Nutrition / Medication
3. Recreation / Rehabilitation
4. Stimulation / Operation
Each continuity provides a certain type of heal-
ing and activity level. As a guesthouse, it tries to
bridge the gap between the medical establish-
ment and everyday life, creating a new prototype
for extending life in the city.
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